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Background: Gray matter volume (GMV) alteration in specific brain regions has
been widely regarded as one of the most important neuroplasticity features in
chronic pain patients with depressive symptoms (CP-D). However, the consistent
and significant results were still lacking. Thus, further exploration was suggested to
be performed.

Objectives: This study aimed to comprehensively collect the voxel-based morphometry
(VBM) studies on GMV alteration between CP-D and healthy controls (HCs). And a
systemic review and meta-analysis were made to explore the characteristic brain regions
in chronic pain and depression comorbidity.

Methods: Search of PubMed, MEDLINE, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library
databases updated to July 13, 2021. The altered GMV between CP-D and HCs in
VBM studies was included in this meta-analysis. In total, 18 studies (20 datasets) and
1320 participants (520 patients and 800 HCs) were included. The significant coordinate
information (x, y, z) reported in standard space and the effect size (t-value or z-score)
were extracted and analyzed by anisotropic effect size-signed differential mapping
(AES-SDM) 5.15 software.

Results: According to the main analysis results, CP-D showed significant and
consistent increased GMV in the left hippocampus (HIP. L) and decreased GMV in
the medial part of the left superior frontal gyrus (SFG. L, BA 10) compared to HCs.
Subgroup analysis showed significant decreased GMV in the medial orbital part of
SFG.R (BA 10) in neuropathic pain, as well as significant increased GMV in the right
parahippocampal gyrus (PHG.R, BA 35), left hippocampus (HIP.L, BA 20), and right
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middle frontal gyrus (MFG.R) in musculoskeletal pain. Furthermore, meta-regression
showed a positive relationship between the decreased GMV in the medial part of SFG.L
and the percentage of female patients.

Conclusion: GMV abnormality in specific brain areas (e.g., HIP.L and SFG) was robust
and reproducible, which could be significantly involved in this comorbidity disease. The
findings in this study may be a valuable reference for future research.

Keywords: chronic pain, depressive symptom, voxel-based morphometry, gray matter volume, meta-analysis

INTRODUCTION

Chronic pain has been a major problem and a heavy burden
on human health for decades (Kuner and Kuner, 2021). It
was estimated that about 20∼50% of adults in developed
countries suffered from chronic pain (Fayaz et al., 2016;
Grace et al., 2021). More than 1 billion people suffered from
headaches, low back pain, and neck pain all of which were
considered a significant risk of disability (Mills et al., 2019;
Ashina, 2020). Many types of chronic pain (e.g., neuropathic
pain and fibromyalgia) can induce emotional disorders, and
the incidence of which is about 30∼80% (Yalcin and Barrot,
2014). Depression is one of the most common emotional
disorders induced by a persistent stress state of chronic
pain. The prevalence of this comorbidity in chronic pain
patients is 40∼50%(Rizvi et al., 2021). Poor management and
treatment outcomes of chronic pain exacerbate depression,
which contributes to human suffering and disability (Yalcin
and Barrot, 2014; Sheng et al., 2017; Kuner and Kuner, 2021).
In turn, bad emotional states worsen pain (Bushnell et al.,
2013; Porreca and Navratilova, 2017). Therefore, further studies
on the underlying mechanisms and characteristics of neural
remodeling are of great significance for the development of
clinical diagnosis and treatment.

Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) has been one of the most
important methods to explore the brain structure alteration
in neuroimaging studies in recent decades (Ashburner and
Friston, 2000), which can find the specific abnormality in
pathological conditions, including chronic pain and depression.
The gray matter volume (GMV) alteration is one of the
most important objects of VBM studies (Borsook et al.,
2014). Previous studies have shown that the altered GMV in
cortical brain areas was associated with both chronic pain
and depression (Gustin et al., 2013). However, the results of
many neuroimaging studies are inconsistent. For instance,
GMV reduction in the amygdala was reported in fibromyalgia
patients with anxiety/depressive symptoms (Burgmer et al.,
2009). But the GMV of the amygdala in low back pain
patients with depressive symptoms was larger than healthy
controls (HCs) (Mao et al., 2013). Likewise, increased GMV
in the hippocampus has been reported in several studies
to play a crucial role in chronic pain (e.g., burning mouth
syndrome, fibromyalgia, and muskuloskeletal pain) with
depressive symptoms (Khan et al., 2014; Fayed et al., 2017;
James et al., 2018). However, some studies have also reported
no changes in hippocampal GMV in chronic pain and
depression comorbidity (Seminowicz et al., 2013; Mole et al.,

2014). Since the findings of GMV alteration in chronic pain
patients with depressive symptoms (CP-D) are heterogenous
and controversial, a systemic review and meta-analysis
are warranted.

In this systemic review and meta-analysis, we aimed to
consider the chronic pain-associated depressive disorder and
explore the characteristic brain regions involved in the process
of chronic pain and depression comorbidity.

METHODS

This study followed the PRISMA statement (Liberati et al., 2009).
The detailed checklist is shown in Supplementary Table 1. The
protocol of this systemic review and meta-analysis was registered
in PROSPERO (CRD42021267592).

Data Sources, Study Selection, and
Quality Assessment
A comprehensive search of studies published from PubMed,
MEDLINE, Web of Science, and Cochrane Library databases
from its inception to July 13, 2021, was done. Text words:
(“chronic pain”) AND (“depressive” OR “depression”)
AND (“VBM” OR “voxel-based morphometry” OR “gray
matter” OR “gray matter volume”) were used in this
study (Mazine et al., 2018). All studies that had been
searched were selected by title and abstract in the first
step. Residual studies were checked by the detailed
information of the article after removing the unrelated
studies. In addition, the references of the included studies
and relevant review articles were checked for additional
relevant studies. The detailed search information is shown in
Supplementary Data 1.

Studies that satisfied the following conditions were included
in the meta-analysis: (1) Reported the changed GMV in chronic
pain patients; all patients were evaluated by the depression-
related scale and showed significantly higher depression scores
than HCs; (2) compared the GMV between chronic pain patients
with HCs; (3) adult participants (age > 18 years old); (4) showed
the available coordinates information in standard space [such as
Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) or Talairach (TAL) space]
and the effect size (such as t-value or z-score). Datasets were
excluded if they satisfied the following conditions: (1) animal
research; (2) children or adolescents; (3) not VBM method; (4)
studies did not compare the changed GMV between chronic pain
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patients and HCs; (5) without depressive symptoms, not chronic
pain, or other unrelated studies.

The 12-point checklist involved in the previous meta-analysis
of VBM studies was used to assess the quality of each study
selected for this meta-analysis (Tang et al., 2020), which is shown
in Supplementary Table 2. Literature search, study evaluation,
and selection were independently performed by two investigators
(TM and Y-YJ), and all controversial discrepancies were resolved
by a third investigator (L-FY) for the final decision.

Voxel-Wise Meta-Analysis for Chronic
Pain Patients With Depressive Symptoms
A meta-analysis of GMV differences between CP-D and HCs
was conducted with the seed-based d mapping (SDM) software
package (version 5.15) in a standard process (Radua et al., 2012,
2014). The SDM approach used effect sizes to combine reported
peak coordinates extracted from databases with statistical
parametric maps, and it recreated original maps of the effect
size of GMV difference between patients and HCs (Chen et al.,
2020; Sheng et al., 2020, 2021). The SDM process was briefly
described as follows: First, extracted peak coordinates and effect
size (e.g., t-values and z-score) of differences in GMV between
CP-D and HCs from each dataset and the z-score could be
changed to t-values with the online tool on SDM website1

(Aoki and Inokuchi, 2016; Aoki et al., 2017); a standard MNI
map of the GMV differences was then separately recreated for
each dataset using an anisotropic Gaussian kernel. The mean

1www.sdmproject.com

map was generated by voxel-wise calculation of the random-
effects mean of the dataset maps, weighted by the sample size,
intra-dataset variability, and between-dataset heterogeneity. To
optimally balance false positives and negatives, we used the
default SDM kernel size and thresholds to optimize sensitivity
while controlling false positives [full width at half maximum
(FWHM) = 20 mm, P = 0.005, peak height Z = 1, cluster
extent = 10 voxels] (Radua et al., 2012). Then, a quantitative
meta-analytic comparison of altered GMV was conducted by
calculating differences between patients and controls in each
voxel, and the statistical significance was determined using 50
randomization tests (Kolesar et al., 2019; Liu et al., 2021).

Significant peaks located in gray matter (GM) areas were
visualized and discussed in detail in this study. Peaks located
in white matter (WM) areas were objectively described and
discussed in the end. According to the patient’s chronic
pain type, we divided them into musculoskeletal pain and
neuropathic pain (Fayed et al., 2017; Ashina, 2020; Finnerup
et al., 2021). All the above analysis was repeated in subgroups.
The visualization of changed GMV was performed with the
MRIcroGL software https://www.nitrc.org/plugins/mwiki/index.
php/mricrogl:MainPage/home (Chung and Park, 2019, 2020;
Kumral et al., 2021; Park and Jung, 2021).

Analysis of Sensitivity, Heterogeneity,
and Publication Bias
Following the mean analysis of the data, a whole-brain voxel-
based jackknife sensitivity analysis was performed to test the
robustness of the findings by iteratively repeating the same
analysis, excluding one dataset each time. This analysis was to

FIGURE 1 | The systemic search followed the PRISMA standard flow diagram.
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TABLE 1 | Demographic information of the total 18 studies included.

References Subjects (F) Types of chronic
pain

Depression
(PT, Mean)

Magnetic field
(T)

Standard
space

P-value Disease duration
(Mean, Month)

Age (Mean ± sd.)

Total PT HC Scales Score PT HC

David et al., 2013 26(20) 13(10) 13(10) Mixed chronic
pain

BDI 19.85 3.0 MNI 0.05(FWE) NA 51.4(11.8) 51.6(11.9)

Fayed et al., 2017 23(15) 12(8) 11(7) Fibromyalgia HADS 5.90 1.5 MNI 0.05(FWE) NA 41.7(7.3) 43.3(5.1)

Ikeda et al., 2018 40(25) 23(15) 17(10) Mixed chronic
pain

BDI 16.50 3.0 MNI 0.001(uncorrected) 103 47.7(14.1) 42.3(11.9)

James et al., 2018 105(78) 74(60) 31(18) Musculoskeletal
pain

BDI 15.36 3.0 MNI 0.05(FWE) 132 45.7(13.03) 44.12(13.15)

Liao et al., 2018 60(52) 30(26) 30(26) Knee
osteoarthritis pain

HAMD 6.0* 3.0 MNI 0.05(FWE) 87.6 56.5(6.8) 55.2(5.7)

Mao et al., 2013 60(40) 30(20) 30(20) Low back pain HAMD 8.00 3.0 MNI 0.05(FWE) 93.6 51.6(8.6) 50.2(5.8)

30(20) 15(10) 15(10) Upper back pain 9.60 49.2(10.1) 49.2(5.6)

Markus et al., 2009 28(28) 14(14) 14(14) Fibromyalgia HADS 16.90 3.0 MNI 0.001(uncorrected) NA 51.0(7.3) 46.9(6.8)

Michael et al., 2011 25(25) 14(14) 11(14) Fibromyalgia BDI 34.38 3.0 TAL 0.02(FDR) NA 43.1(6.9) 42.4(9.8)

Mole et al., 2014 36(NA) 18(NA) 18(NA) Neuropathic pain BDI 12.39 3.0 MNI 0.001(uncorrected) 133.2 51.3(NA) NA

Sawsan et al., 2012 34(34) 17(17) 17(17) Chronic pelvic
pain with

endometriosis

CES-D 12.50 3.0 MNI 0.001(uncorrected) NA 26.1(1.5) 25.9(1.6)

18(18) 6(6) 12(12) Chronic pelvic
pain without

endometriosis

8.80 NA 24.2(1.9) 24.8(1.2)

Shariq et al., 2014 18(18) 9(9) 9(9) Burning mouth
syndrome

BDI 9.10 3.0 MNI 0.05(corrected) 48 54(7.7) 56(8.2)

Tobias et al., 2010 22(18) 11(9) 11(9) Chronic facial pain BDI 11.38 1.5 NO 0.05(corrected) 58.27 52.2(8.9) 51.3(8.6)

Wang et al., 2017 76(44) 38(22) 38(22) Trigeminal
neuralgia

HAMD 4.24 3.0 MNI 0.05(FDR) 84.6 55.87(8.38) 55.89(8.06)

Tobias et al., 2006 36(NA) 18(9) 18(NA) Chronic back pain HAMD 10.00 1.5 TAL 0.001(uncorrected) 176 50.4(6.8) 49.9(8.7)

Zhang et al., 2018 63(40) 29(19) 34(21) Trigeminal
neuralgia

HAMD 3.79 3.0 MNI 0.05(FWE) 72.24 48.14(11.89) 43.3(10.1)

Fritz et al., 2016 543(263) 111(78) 432(185) Chronic back pain PHQ9 4.49 1.5 MNI 0.05(FWE) NA 53.12(11.77) 48.92(13.96)

Hubbard et al., 2014 35(27) 17(13) 18(14) Chronic Migraine POMS 17.35 3.0 MNI 0.05(corrected) NA 41.71(12.20) 38.89(11.25)

Neeb et al., 2017 42(30) 21(15) 21(15) Chronic Migraine BDI 13.00 3.0 MNI 0.05 (FWE)/0.001
(uncorrected)

293.16 49.04(7.46) 49.40(7.79)

BDI, Beck Depression Inventory; HADS, Hospital Anxiety Depression Scale; HAMD, Hamilton Depression Rating Scale; CES-D, Center for Epidemiologic Studies Depression Scale; PHQ9, Patient Health Questionnaire;
POMS, Profile of Mood States; NO, Other standard coordinate space; NA, unavailable; PT, patient; HC, healthy control; F, Female; FWE, Family Wise Error; FDR, False Discovery Rate; * = Median.
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establish the extent to which the results could be replicated. If
a brain region remained significant in all or most of (>50%)
the combinations of studies, the finding would be considered

highly replicable. Heterogeneity analysis was conducted using a
random-effects model with Q statistics to explore unexplained
between-study variability in the results. Heterogeneous brain

TABLE 2 | Significant and consistent coordinate results of the main analysis.

MNI coordinate SDM-Z P Voxels Description Sub-peak areas Jackknife analysis

Positive

–24, –18, –12 1.283 < 0.005 1060 Left hippocampus Left hippocampus
Left striatum
Left pons
Left striatum

16/20

Negative

–4, 62, 10 –2.436 < 0.005 2117 Left superior frontal
gyrus, medial, BA 10

Left superior frontal gyrus, medial, BA 10
Right superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital, BA 10
Corpus callosum 1

Right striatum
Left median cingulate/paracingulate gyri, BA 23
Left anterior cingulate/paracingulate gyri, BA 32

19/20

–28, 28, –4 –2.246 < 0.005 80 Left inferior network,
uncinate fasciculus 1

Left inferior network, uncinate fasciculus 1 19/20

GMV abnormality in the total 18 studies included (CP-D vs. HCs).
1: White matter area, BA, Brodmann area.

FIGURE 2 | Altered GMV of main analysis results. Significant and consistent increased GMV (Red) in the left hippocampus (A) and decreased GMV (Blue) in the left
superior frontal gyrus, medial, and BA 10 (B) were shown in CP-D compared with HCs (P < 0.005).
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FIGURE 3 | The forest plot of the main analysis results in heterogeneity assessment. Q test of AES-SDM default showed the main results existed heterogeneity in
both positive (A) and negative (B) coordinate results (P < 0.05).

regions were obtained using the default SDM kernel size and
thresholds. In addition, publication bias was assessed with Egger’s
test of the AES-SDM default by extracting the values from
statistically significant relevant peaks between patients and HCs.

FIGURE 4 | The funnel plot of the main analysis results in bias assessment.
Main analysis results in the left hippocampus (A) and the left superior frontal
gyrus, medial, and BA 10 (B) and showed no bias by Egger’s test of
AES-SDM default (P > 0.05).

The visualization of heterogeneity information was performed
with GraphPad Prism software (version 9). The publication bias
was visualized with a funnel plot performed by SDM default in
Figure 4.

Meta-Regression Analyses
Meta-regression was made by the linear model (Select
linear model-Meta-regression) and choose the threshold
(Probability = 0.0005; Peak height threshold = 1.000; Extent
threshold = 10), the correlation between SDM-estimate and
factors (age, disease duration, female percentage of patients, and
depression score) (Picó-Pérez et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020).

RESULTS

General Information of the Included
Studies
A total of 18 studies, including three fibromyalgia (Burgmer et al.,
2009; Robinson et al., 2011; Fayed et al., 2017), two mixed pain
(Seminowicz et al., 2013; Ikeda et al., 2018), three back pain
(Schmidt-Wilcke et al., 2006; Mao et al., 2013; Fritz et al., 2016),
two trigeminal neuralgia (Wang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 2018),
one knee osteoarthritis (Liao et al., 2018), one musculoskeletal
pain (James et al., 2018), one pelvic pain (As-Sanie et al.,
2012), one burning mouth syndrome (Khan et al., 2014), one
chronic facial pain (Schmidt-Wilcke et al., 2010), one neuropathic
pain (Mole et al., 2014), and two migraines (Hubbard et al.,
2014; Neeb et al., 2017), and a total of 1,320 participants (520
patients and 800 HCs) were included after systemic searching
and selecting from 1,726 studies. The detailed flow diagram is
shown in Figure 1. In subgroups, 4 of 18 studies were classified
as musculoskeletal pain (Burgmer et al., 2009; Robinson et al.,
2011; Fayed et al., 2017; James et al., 2018) and 10 of 18 studies
were classified as neuropathic pain (Schmidt-Wilcke et al., 2006,
2010; Mao et al., 2013; Hubbard et al., 2014; Khan et al., 2014;
Mole et al., 2014; Fritz et al., 2016; Neeb et al., 2017; Wang et al.,
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2017; Zhang et al., 2018). General clinical information (authors,
publication date, participants, chronic pain types, depression
rating, magnetic field, standard space, P-value, disease duration,
and age) of the included studies was fully collected in Table 1.
The detailed depression information of studies included is shown
in Supplementary Table 3.

Gray Matter Volume Abnormality of Main
Analysis in a Total of 18 Studies
The main analysis of 18 studies included showed the altered
GMV of two major brain areas could be significant and consistent
(Table 2). The increased GMV in the left hippocampus (HIP.L)
(MNI: x = –24, y = –18, z = –12, SDM-Z = 1.283, P < 0.005)
and decreased GMV in the medial part of the left superior
frontal gyrus (SFG.L) (BA 10, MNI: x = –4, y = 62, z = 10,
SDM-Z = –2.436, P < 0.005). Information on brain areas is
shown in Figures 2A,B. The heterogeneity analysis of the 18
studies showed heterogeneity between studies (Positive peaks:
Q = 24.798, P < 0.005; Negative peaks: Q = 30.891, P < 0.005)
(Supplementary Table 4 and Figures 3A,B). The sensitivity
analysis of the main results showed 16 of 20 times of analyses
were significant in the HIP.L and 19 of 20 times of analyses
were significant in the medial part of SFG.L (Supplementary
Table 5). Egger’s test for main results showed no publication
bias in HIP.L and the medial part of SFG.L (BA 10) (P > 0.05)
(Figures 4A,B).

Gray Matter Volume Abnormality of
Different Types of Pain by Subgroup
Analysis
Chronic neuropathic pain patients with depressive symptoms
(CNP-D) showed significant decreased GMV in the medial
orbital part of SFG.R compared to HCs (BA 10, MNI: x = 12,

y = 48, z = –8, SDM-Z = –2.685, P < 0.005) (Table 3 and
Figure 5A). Jackknife analysis showed that 8 of 11 times were
significant in the medial orbital part of SFG.R, which is shown
in Supplementary Table 6.

In addition, chronic musculoskeletal pain patients with
depressive symptoms (CMP-D) showed significant increased
GMV in the right parahippocampal gyrus (PHG.R) (BA 35, MNI:
x = 22, y = –18, z = –18, SDM-Z = 1.184, P < 0.005), HIP.L (BA
20, MNI: x = –28, y = –20, z = –16, SDM-Z = 1.155, P < 0.005),
and right middle frontal gyrus (MFG.R) (MNI: x = 36, y = 58,
z = 22; SDM-Z = 1.347, P < 0.005) compared to HCs (Table 3
and Figures 5B–D). Jackknife analysis showed that 3 of 4 times
were significant in the PHG.R, 3 of 4 times were significant in the
HIP.L, and 3 of 4 times were significant in the MFG.R, which are
shown in Supplementary Table 6.

Meta-Regression Analysis
The risk factors, including age, sex ratio (female), BDI
score, HAMD score, and disease duration, were checked
with meta-regression. And the result showed a positive
relationship between the decreased GMV in the medial part
of SFG.L and the percentage of female patients (r = 0.3450,
P < 0.0005) (Figure 6). No significant results were shown in the
other risk factors.

DISCUSSION

In this study, depressive symptoms accompanying chronic pain
were taken into consideration to explore the characteristic
brain regions in this comorbid state. By extracting the
significant peak coordinates of GMV alteration in different
types of chronic pain and checking the depression scales, we
found that the increased GMV in the HIP.L and decreased

TABLE 3 | Significant and consistent results of subgroup analysis.

(A) GMV abnormality in neuropathic pain (CNP-D vs. HCs)

MNI coordinate SDM-Z P Voxels Description Jackknife analysis

Positive

34, -10, -10 1.458 < 0.005 938 Right inferior network, inferior fronto-occipital
fasciculus1

8/11

Negative

12, 48, -8 –2.685 < 0.005 254 Right superior frontal gyrus, medial orbital, BA 10 8/11

-28, 28, -4 –2.697 < 0.005 93 Left inferior network, uncinate fasciculus 1 10/11

(B) GMV abnormality in musculoskeletal pain (CMP-D vs. HCs)

MNI coordinate SDM-Z P Voxels Description Jackknife analysis

Positive

22, -18, -18 1.184 < 0.005 619 Right parahippocampal gyrus, BA 35 3/4

-28, -20, -16 1.155 < 0.005 343 Left hippocampus, BA 20 3/4

36, 58, 22 1.347 < 0.005 46 Right middle frontal gyrus 3/4

Negative

34, 20, 28 –1.500 < 0.005 99 Right superior longitudinal fasciculus II 1 3/4

1: White matter area, BA, Brodmann area.
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FIGURE 5 | Altered GMV of subgroup analysis results. In CNP-D, the
significant decreased (Blue) GMV was shown in the right superior frontal gyrus,
medial orbital, and BA 10 (A) (P < 0.005); in CMP-D, the significant increased
(Red) GMV was shown in the right parahippocampal gyrus, BA 35 (B), left
hippocampus, BA 20 (C), and right middle frontal gyrus (D) (P < 0.005).

GMV in the medial part of SFG.L were significant and
consistent in CP-D. In addition, the sex ratio (female) of
patients was positively related to the decreased GMV in the
medial part of SFG.L in meta-regression, which indicated
that this factor might affect the brain structure in the
process of CP-D.

Chronic pain and depression are generally divided into
separate diseases in clinical experience (Rotenstein et al., 2016;
Park and Zarate, 2019; Grace et al., 2021). However, accumulating
studies found that similar brain areas were involved in the
common mechanism of both diseases (Han and Pae, 2015;

Sheng et al., 2017; Georgopoulos et al., 2019). In the main analysis
of our study, CP-D showed a significant decreased GMV in
the medial part of SFG.L compared to HCs. And the subgroup
analysis also found that the decreased GMV in the medial orbital
part of SFG.R was involved in the CNP-D, which was consistent
with the results in previous systemic reviews and meta-analyses of
neuropathic pain (Pan et al., 2015). Similarly, structure magnetic
resonance imaging (sMRI) studies reported that the patients with
depression had a significant GMV reduction in the frontal and
orbitofrontal cortex (Kraus et al., 2017), as well as a decreased
GMV in the medial orbital gyrus (Kandilarova et al., 2019).
Thus, we could speculate that the specific brain region of SFG
(medial) may play a crucial role in the process of chronic pain
and depression comorbidity.

In addition to the congruent abnormality of specific brain
areas in both chronic pain and depression, inconsistent brain
regions remain (e.g., hippocampus, PHG.R, and MFG.R). In
2017, increased GMV in the bilateral hippocampus was found
in fibromyalgia patients compared to HCs (Fayed et al., 2017),
which was also shown in patients with burning mouth syndrome
(Khan et al., 2014). Besides, previous systemic reviews and
meta-analyses demonstrated the increased GMV in the HIP.
R was involved in the process of chronic pain (Smallwood
et al., 2013). Interestingly, neuroimaging studies reported that
depressed patients have smaller hippocampal volumes than
HCs (Kraus et al., 2017; Serrano-Sosa et al., 2020). However,
the main and subgroup analysis in our study found increased
GMV in the HIP. L was significantly involved in CP-D.
Similarly, subgroup analysis showed that the significant increased
GMV in PHG.R and MFG.R was involved in CMP-D. But
previous systemic review and meta-analysis studies reported that
patients with fibromyalgia had smaller GMV in PHG.R than
HCs (Shi et al., 2016). The previous study has also reported
decreased GMV in the MFG. R of patients with MDD, whereas
increased GMV in the MFG and R of patients with bipolar
disorder (BD) (Wise et al., 2017). Taken together, the GMV
alteration in the hippocampus, PHG.R, and MFG.R may be
heterogenous and controversial in CP-D. Therefore, it is essential
to comprehensively explore the neuromechanisms of these brain
regions in CP-D in future studies.

Furthermore, the main and subgroup analysis also revealed
that some peak coordinates outside the gray matter mask
appeared in WM areas, including the left inferior network,
uncinate fasciculus (UF. L), right inferior network, inferior
fronto-occipital (IFOF. R), and right superior longitudinal
fasciculus II (SLF II. R). On one hand, calculations of voxels
were not restricted within the specific masks by the algorithm
of SDM, which might cause the peaks to be outside the mask in
the recreated map (Radua et al., 2014); on the other hand, the
potential function of the significant peaks in WM areas should
not be ignored just because it might be due to an error. For
instance, emerging evidence reported that the neurobiological
significance of low-frequency BOLD fluctuations (LFBFs) was
not just shown in GM but also in WM (Ji et al., 2017),
and which has been explored in the Parkinson’s disease (PD)
(Ji et al., 2018, 2021). Therefore, these findings extending to
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FIGURE 6 | Meta-regression about the relationship between GMV and the percentage of female patients. The percentage of female patients showed a positive
relationship with the decreased (Blue) GMV in the left superior frontal gyrus, medial, and BA 10 (r = 0.3450, P < 0.0005).

the WM areas can be accepted cautiously, and can also be
learned in conjunction with the adjacent GM areas involved
in CP-D. In addition, meta-regression indicated that the sexual
difference might affect the GMV in the medial part of SFG.L
in CP-D. However, other risk factors should not be ignored
because of the limited data, which was suggested to be explored
in future.

There were some limitations in this study. First, only
four databases were searched. And the studies included were
published, while unpublished studies and potential bias could
not be ignored; Second, only the peak coordinate information
reported in the studies was extracted to be analyzed, which was
the common shortage in neuroimaging meta-analysis (Liu et al.,
2021); Third, lack of data on the risk factors in meta-regression;
Fourth, we only focused on the GMV abnormality to reduce
bias. However, further studies should take a broader approach to
studying this comorbid disease.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this systemic review and meta-analysis provide
some specific brain areas involved in chronic pain and
depressive symptoms comorbidity. The GMV alteration in
SFG is consistent with previous studies, which show a
stable reduction in CP-D. Although some results of this
study are inconsistent with previous studies (especially the
hippocampus), the important value of which CP-D cannot be
ignored. Furthermore, it is recommended to further explore
the neural mechanisms of the hippocampus in CP-D in
the future.
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